Characterization of the performance of Brazilian adolescents in the Pitch Pattern Sequence (PPS) test developed by Auditec®
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: to characterize the performance of Brazilian adolescents in the Pitch Pattern Sequence (PPS) test and compare the results with Auditec® normative values.

Methods: 26 adolescents enrolled in elementary or secondary education, of both sexes, and between 12 and 18 years, participated in the study. The inclusion criteria adopted were: a) no alterations in the visual inspection of the external acoustic meatus; b) hearing thresholds within the normal range for both ears, that is, values equal to or lower than 25dBHL; c) bilateral type “A” tympanometric curve, d) presence of acoustic reflex, contralateral mode, in the frequencies of 500, 1000 and 2000Hz, in both ears, typical auditory behavior according to the Scale of Auditory Behaviors (SAB) or greater than 46 points. For adolescents, who met the inclusion criteria, the PPS (Auditec® version) was applied, binaurally, at 50dBSL. The findings were analyzed in a descriptive and inferential manner.

Results: statistical analysis showed significance only for the comparison of the mean value of 88.10%, a result obtained in the PPS performed by Brazilians, when compared to the normative value (included) suggested by Auditec®, in which the mean was 96%.

Conclusion: the findings of this study demonstrated that the values obtained in the PPS, Auditec® version, in the Brazilian population, were similar to those presented in the international literature.
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INTRODUCTION

Auditory processing is fundamental for understanding the information that is received aurally, and for this process to occur properly, the set of abilities that constitute this processing must be intact.

For the auditory information to be processed, it is necessary that the auditory abilities involved in this process be integrated, such as: sound detection and localization, speech recognition, figure-ground for verbal and non-verbal sounds, auditory closure synthesis ability, simple temporal ordering, complex temporal ordering, temporal pattern recognition, and the ability to discriminate sounds that includes temporal resolution, frequency and duration1,2.

Among these abilities, it is important to note that temporal processing is a fundamental component for most auditory abilities. This process involves the concept of time, as well as other information about things, places and events that surround us, since it refers to the competence to process the sensorial aspects that vary with the period of occurrence, allowing the speech understanding and also reading3,4.

The discrimination of temporal order changes in sound waves demonstrates the adequate functioning of this process, which is indispensable for the perception of environmental sound patterns, called non-verbal sounds, and of speech, known as verbal sounds, since the acoustic temporal order of the elements is necessary for the understanding of the messages in the daily life5.

The temporal processing is not restricted to the perception of intervals between the stimuli, but it is also related to the short-term auditory memory, responsible for storing recent information for a short period of time7,8 and it includes temporal resolution, temporal integration, temporal masking and temporal ordering abilities9.

The temporal ordering ability, or sequencing ability, refers to the processing of two or more auditory stimuli as a function of their order of occurrence over time. This ability has been widely investigated due to its importance in speech perception10.

Individuals with deficits in temporal abilities may have difficulty in perceiving changes in the acoustic stimuli that occur in a minimum time interval, causing them to present difficulties in the discrimination and phonological processing of sounds and, consequently, in the acquisition and development of the phonological system11,12.

In the compiled literature three versions of the pitch pattern sequence test (PPS) and the duration pattern sequence test (DPS) were found, which are commercially available for evaluating the temporal ordering ability (Musiek, Auditec®, and Taborga-Lizarro).

Musiek developed and validated several clinical tests widely used, including PPS and DPS13. In 1998, Corazza applied the PPS and DPS, Musiek version, in a population of Brazilian normal hearing young adults, and established as a reference criterion, for normal range, a percentage of correctness greater than or equal to 76% for PPS and, 83% for DPS14.

Brazilian researchers applied the PPS and DPS, Musiek version, in a population of children and adolescents aged 7 to 16 years and verified a great variability in the PPS score in children under 12 years, thus the researchers suggested the application of this test from this age. In the group of participants aged 16 years, the mean performance was 75.3% for the right ear and 72.5% for the left ear15.

This same PPS version was applied in a population of Brazilian elderly individuals who had hearing thresholds within the normal range and verified that these individuals presented a mean percentage of correct answers of 49.2%16.

Taborga-Lizarro (1999) elaborated a PPS version with melodic stimuli produced by a transverse flute. This version consists of musical tones of low (440Hz) and highfrequency (493Hz), with fixed duration and, are presented 10 sequences of three stimuli and 10 sequences of four stimuli. The author suggests that this test be applied in children from nine years of age, and the normality range adopted for the sequence of three melodic sounds is 70% and for the sequence of four sounds is 60%17.

The temporal ordering ability can also be evaluated through another version developed by Auditec®18. This instrument was standardized for the American population, and established, as a normality criterion 90% of correct answers for children aged 10 years or more. A Brazilian researcher applied the children’s version of this instrument to evaluate the temporal ordering ability in children between 7 and 11 years old and observed an improvement in PPS scores in both ears with increasing age19.

Although audiologists use these tests in their clinical routine, a standardization of the normative values of the tests developed by Auditec® has not yet been performed for the Brazilian population. It can be noted
that in the literature, at the national level, the area of neuro-audiological research has used the North American normality pattern as a normality criterion when applying the Auditec® version in Brazilian individuals. Therefore, the hypothesis of this study is that populations with different socio-cultural levels may present divergent performances in PPS.

Based on the above considerations, the present study aimed to characterize the performance of Brazilian adolescents in the Pitch Pattern Sequence (PPS) Test and to compare the results with the normative values of Auditec®.

**METHODS**

This is an observational, cross-sectional and prospective study, based on a convenience sample, approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Philosophy and Sciences of UNESP (Faculdade de Filosofia e Ciências da UNESP) - Marilia, under number 2.179.621. The adolescents who consisted of the sample were at the study site in order to perform the basic audiological assessment or admission examination and were subsequently invited to perform the central auditory processing evaluation. All participants in this study were invited to sign the Informed Consent Form (ICF) or the Informed Assent (IA).

The data collection of this study was performed in a private hospital, located in the city of Cuiabá, Mato Grosso. The sample was initially consisted of 30 adolescents enrolled in primary or secondary education, of both sexes, in the age range 12 and 18 years old.

In this study, the following inclusion criteria were adopted: a) absence of alterations in visual inspection of the external acoustic meatus; b) hearing thresholds within normal patterns in both ears; c) Bilateral type “A” tympanometric curve and d) presence of contralateral acoustic reflex in the 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz frequencies in both ears and typical auditory behavior measured through SAB (score equal to or greater than 46 points).

Of the 30 adolescents, four were excluded because they did not meet the established inclusion criteria, that is, they did not reach a score equal to or greater than 46 points in the SAB. Thus, the sample of the present study consisted of 26 adolescents.

In order to verify if the adolescents met the established inclusion criteria, the following procedures were performed: visual inspection of the external auditory meatus, pure tone audiometry and tympanometry. The Visual inspection of the external auditory meatus was performed with the use of Mikatos otoscope. The pure tone audiometry was performed in an acoustic booth, using the AD 229-e audiometer (ANSI standard 3.6-1989 and S3.43- 1992) with a TDH-39 handset. The hearing thresholds were obtained by air conduction in the sound frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. As a normality criterion was considered the quadritonal average equal to or less than 25dB.

In tympanometry, the AZ-26 tympanometer was used, with a probe tone of 226 Hz. The tympanometry was performed in order to verify the mobility of the tympano-ossicular system. The normality criterion adopted was bilateral type A tympanometric curve, based on the classification proposed by JERGER. The acoustic reflexes, contralateral mode, were tested in the frequencies of 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000Hz. For the analysis, the presence of contralateral acoustic reflexes in the frequencies of 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz was adopted as normal. The analysis the frequency of 4000 Hz was excluded due to the fact that individuals with hearing within normal patterns present higher acoustic reflex thresholds at this frequency as a consequence of rapid adaptation.

The Scale of Auditory Behaviors (SAB) was applied with parents in order to investigate whether adolescents presented typical auditory behavior, that is, scores equal to or greater than 46 points (Figure 1).

The characterization of the participants that corresponded to the inclusion criteria of the study and were tested with the Pitch Pattern Sequence (PPS) Test - Auditec® adult version can be found in Table 1.
The findings were analyzed in a descriptive and inferential manner. In the descriptive analysis, the performance of Brazilian adolescents in PPS was characterized through measures such as mean, median and standard deviation. In the inferential analysis, the non-parametric Student One Sample T-test was applied to compare the performance of Brazilian adolescents to the normative standard proposed by Auditec ®. A significance level of $\alpha \leq 0.01$ and a confidence interval of 99% were established.

The Auditec® adult version evaluates the temporal ordering ability and consists in the presentation of 30 three-tone sequences that differ in frequency: 1430 Hz for the high frequencies (H) and 880 Hz for the low frequencies (L). The adult version is applied from 9 years of age, the stimulus has a duration of 200 milliseconds (ms) with an interstimulus interval of 7 seconds between each sequence presented. The test has six possibilities of combination, these being: (HHL), (HLH), (HLL), (LHH), (LHL) and (HHL). The normality pattern established by Auditec® for the PPS is a percentage of correct answers equal to or greater than 88%.
RESULTS

Results of this research were organized in order to analyze the performance of Brazilian adolescents in the Pitch Pattern Sequence Test Auditec® version. The descriptive data about the characterization of study participants regarding the score obtained in the PPS are shown in Table 2.

When comparing the mean values of PPS of the Brazilian adolescents to the normative values proposed by Auditec® version, it was noticed that both values were similar. Data regarding the comparison of the Auditec® normative values with the values obtained by Brazilian participants in the PPS, Auditec® version, are also presented in Table 2.

When analyzing the data in Table 2, it was possible to observe that the statistical analysis showed significance only for the comparison of the mean value of 88.10, result obtained in the PPS performed by Brazilians, when it was compared to the normative value regarding the inversions suggested by Auditec®, in which the mean is 96.0.

| Table 1. Characterization of study participants regarding age and sex |
|-----------------------------|----------------|
| Participants | Age | Sex |
| 1 | 12 | F |
| 2 | 15 | F |
| 3 | 16 | F |
| 4 | 17 | F |
| 5 | 16 | M |
| 6 | 16 | M |
| 7 | 16 | F |
| 8 | 16 | F |
| 9 | 13 | F |
| 10 | 12 | M |
| 11 | 14 | M |
| 12 | 13 | F |
| 13 | 12 | M |
| 14 | 14 | M |
| 15 | 16 | M |
| 16 | 14 | F |
| 17 | 17 | F |
| 18 | 17 | M |
| 19 | 18 | F |
| 20 | 15 | M |
| 21 | 17 | F |
| 22 | 12 | M |
| 23 | 14 | M |
| 24 | 12 | M |
| 25 | 12 | M |
| 26 | 14 | M |

Legend: PPS = Pitch Pattern Sequence Test, SD = Standard Deviation, F = Female, M = Male.
Currently, researchers have discussed about the topic central auditory processing, auditory training therapy, and the impact of the disordered auditory abilities on the individual.

The temporal processing is an essential component of most central auditory processing abilities. Thus, the characterization of performance of the Brazilian population for the temporal ordering ability and the obtention of normative values are greatly relevant for the clinical and diagnostic process.

In the compiled literature, in one of the studies, the researchers applied the PPS and DPS (Auditec® children’s version) monaurally in 229 participants aged between 7 and 11 years, enrolled in public schools. Analysis of the results showed that for the 10-year age group the mean number of correct answers to the PPS was 75.9% and, for 11-year age group was 83% of correct answers. The author concluded that with increasing age there is an improvement in the mean number of correct answers in this test.

In the present study, the evaluated population was adolescents between 12 and 18 years of age and,
Better than the others. However, the 15-year age group of scores showed that some groups achieved averages for individuals from 12 years of age, with a mean of were divided by age group. This version is standardized 7 to 16 years were evaluated and, for the analysis, these tests. A total of 148 Brazilian individuals aged between performance of children and young individuals in these versions (monoaural X binaural) and the age group - 1997) were applied, in a monaural mode, at two levels of intensity, 50 dB HL and 20 dB HL above the tritonal average. Data analysis showed that there was no influence of the variable ear (right and left) and the level of intensity at which the test was applied (50 dB HL and 20 dB HL) in the performance of the participants. However, it was observed that the male participants presented higher performance than the female ones. Regarding the index of correct answers, in percentages, there was a variation range between 76% and 100% of correct answers for PPS and between 83% and 100% of correct answers for DPS.

The results of the previously described study showed a range of correct answers from 76% to 100%, which is similar to the mean of 88.10% of correct answers obtained in the participants of this study. However, it should be noted that the version applied (Auditec® normative value regarding the inversions. Lower mean values than those found in this study were described by researchers in a previous study, but they suggest that adolescents obtain better scores in relation to children in the age group from 7 to 11 years. However, one aspect that cannot be ignored is the application mode of the test, because in the previous study the researcher applied the test monoaurally and in this study, the test was applied binaurally.

In another study whose objective was to standardize PPS and DPS, the researcher evaluated 80 young adults of both sexes, with no evidence of auditory disorders and musical experience, who attended or had completed higher education. The PPS and DPS (MUSIEK version - 1997) were applied, in a monaural mode, at two levels of intensity, 50 dB HL and 20 dB HL above the tritonal average. Data analysis showed that there was no influence of the variable ear (right and left) and the level of intensity at which the test was applied (50 dB HL and 20 dB HL) in the performance of the participants. However, it was observed that the male participants presented higher performance than the female ones. Regarding the index of correct answers, in percentages, there was a variation range between 76% and 100% of correct answers for PPS and between 83% and 100% of correct answers for DPS.

The results of the previously described study showed a range of correct answers from 76% to 100%, which is similar to the mean of 88.10% of correct answers obtained in the participants of this study. However, it should be noted that the version applied (Auditec®) (monoaural X binaural) and the age of the participants evaluated are divergent.

Researchers applied the PPS and DPS (MUSIEK version - 1994), in a monaural mode, to verify the performance of children and young individuals in these tests. A total of 148 Brazilian individuals aged between 7 to 16 years were evaluated and, for the analysis, these were divided by age group. This version is standardized for individuals from 12 years of age, with a mean of correct answers of 78% for both ears. The comparison of scores showed that some groups achieved averages better than the others. However, the 15-year age group presented the highest score for both ears, reaching a mean of 78.6% for the right ear and 72.6% for the left ear, in which these values were similar to the standardized values in the international literature. The comparison of performance in the various age groups showed that there was a considerable variation in the scores of children from 7 to 11 years, which did not occur from the age of 12 years. Then, it was suggested that these tests be applied from 11 years of age.

In the present study, it was opted to evaluate the adolescent population due to the lack of research in the audiological field aimed at investigating the central auditory processing disorders in this population nationally, and also due to the findings gathered in the literature that recommended the application of PPS from 11 years of age.

The temporal ordering ability was evaluated through different test versions, and the authors verified the specificity of each test and compared the result with the degree of ease/difficulty reported by the participants. Thirty-three individuals, of both sexes, with an average age of 18 years, presenting hearing thresholds within the normal range were evaluated. To evaluate the temporal ordering ability, PPS and DPS were applied in the Taborga-Lizarro, Musiek and Auditec® versions. The analysis of the results showed that there was a greater number of subjects who reached compatible values with normality in the Auditec® and Taborga-Lizarro versions, both for the PPS and the DPS, and the comparison of the results of subjects with and without alteration showed significant difference in these two versions. The same did not occur with the Musiek version, in which the number of subjects with normal results was very close to the number of subjects with altered results, and there was no statistical difference in any of the tests, PPS and DPS. In relation to the comparison of the results with the degree of ease/difficulty reported by the subjects, it was observed that the test version considered more difficult was the Musiek version and, as the analysis of the test specificity, the authors demonstrated that the best results were for the Auditec® version.

Thus, it can be inferred that the applicability of the PPS Auditec® version may be the best choice for the evaluation of the temporal ordering ability, since the individuals evaluated in the previously mentioned study reported greater ease in answering to this test version when compared to the other versions, hence, obtaining a better response pattern.
Findings of this study demonstrated that the mean values obtained in the application of PPS in Brazilian adolescents were similar to those referenced in the international literature for the North American population. From this, it should be mentioned that although North American individuals show socio-cultural characteristics distinct from the Brazilian population, the temporal perception patterns of sounds are similar.

Future research is needed to foster discussions and to verify if aspects such as intensity and application mode to test temporal auditory processing abilities, monaurally or binaurally, are variables that can influence the results of the test in the same population. A limiting factor of this study was the number of individuals that composed the sample evaluated, so it is suggested that future research be conducted regarding a larger number of participants.

CONCLUSION

The results showed that in the studied population, the PPS values were similar to those presented in the international literature that used the version developed by Auditec®. Therefore, the normative values obtained in this study may be suggestive for the use of this test when evaluating temporal ordering abilities in Brazilian adolescents. However, future studies aimed at the test standardization for the evaluation of temporal auditory abilities will be of great scientific and clinical relevance.
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